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Abstract
Background: To investigate the effect of goal-directed hemodynamic treatment on perfusion and short-
term prognosis in patients undergoing early Tangential excision and skin grafting for extensive burns.

Methods: Ninety-�ve patients with extensive burns undergoing early Tangential excision and skin grafting
were randomly divided into a standard hemodynamic management group (control group) and a goal-
directed therapy group (GDHT group), with the control group guided by conventional parameters and the
GDHT group guided by stroke volume (SV) based on Vigileo. The primary outcomes were cardiac
complications, pulmonary complications, neurological disease, acute kidney injury, and pain within 7
days postoperatively. Secondary outcomes included microcirculatory perfusion metrics: The central
venous-arterial carbon dioxide partial pressure difference (Pcv-aCO2), and blood lactate (Lac).
investigators assessing outcomes were blinded to group allocation.

Results: When analysing 47 subjects in the GDHT group and 48 subjects in the control group, fewer
patients in the GDHT group had postoperative pulmonary complications [pneumonia (2:9, P=0.027);
oxygenation index <300 (3:8, P=0.041)] and controls were more likely to have atrial �brillation (4:12,
P=0.032) Renal and neurological complications did not differ between groups. Pcv-aCO2 and Lac were
higher in the Con group after the intervention compared to the control group, and there was no difference
between the two groups postoperatively. In this study, Pcv-aCO2 and Lac were Key in�uencing factors for
pulmonary complications within 7 days postoperatively (Beta=0.197, P=0.000; Beta=0.147, P=0.000).

Conclusion: SV-guided GDHT improves microcirculatory perfusion and has fewer short-term
postoperative complications compared with standard hemodynamic therapy.

Trial registration: NCT05221788 (03/02/2022)

Introduction
Early excision of dead/necrotic tissue and temporary or permanent coverage of the open area reduces the
chance of wound infection and systemic sepsis and has been widely used clinically in the �eld of burns.
Patients are often brought to the operating room in the early stages of burns when they are experiencing
signi�cant �uid transfer, resuscitation of large volumes of �uid during the shock phase, creating a
positive �uid balance, recovery of capillary permeability into the resorption phase, and reabsorption of
excess �uid from the tissue interstitium into the circulation, which can result in volume overload leading
to pulmonary oedema and Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) if the positive �uid balance
strategy is continued intraoperatively [1]. Restrictive �uid administration is also controversial, with a large
meta-analysis showing that restrictive �uid rehydration does not improve unimpeded survival in patients
undergoing major abdominal surgery for up to one year postoperatively, but rather increases the
incidence of perioperative acute kidney injury [2]. A perioperative �uid therapy approach that optimises
intravascular volume, improves tissue oxygen transport, and prevents complications from excessive
intraoperative �uid should be sought in patients undergoing early scab grafting for major burns.
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Goal-Directed Heamodynamic Therapy (GDHT) is the real-time modulation of the patient's
haemodynamic and oxygen dynamic status based on a number of well-correlated volume
haemodynamic parameters, with the goal of balancing the oxygen supply and demand in the patient's
tissue cells, providing an effective guide to volume management in major surgical anaesthesia, and has
been used as a preventive measure to avoid organ failure in perioperative and critical care medicine, and
its feasibility has been demonstrated in a variety of surgical procedures [3]. However, the effects of GDHT
on outcomes after various types of surgery are con�icting [4, 5]. We therefore conducted a randomised
controlled study in patients undergoing early debridement and implantation of extensive burns to observe
the effect of stroke volume (SV) guided intraoperative haemodynamic management on patient perfusion
and short-term prognosis.

Methods
This study was reviewed and approved by ethics committee (full name of the committee: Guangzhou Red
Cross Hospital Ethics Committee; reference No.2020-079-02). Study protocol was registered in the Clinical
trail.gov PRS prior to patient enrollment (Registration no. NCT05221788, Principal investigator: Dr. Bing
Liang, Date of registration: 03/02/2022). Informed consent was obtained from all patients before
enrollment. The authors assert that all procedures contributing to this work comply with the ethical
standards of the relevant national and institutional committees on human experimentation and with the
Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2008.

This study used PASS11 to estimate the sample size. The results found that a minimum of 94 patients
needed to be included and a 5% lost to follow-up rate was considered, with 100 patients included in the
study.

Patients with extensive burns were screened according to the following inclusion criteria: (i) Age between
18 and 65 years, (ii) Burn area ≥ 50% Total Body Surface Area (TBSA) or third-degree burns area ≥ 20%
TBSA, (iii)Patients undergoing �rst surgery after �uid resuscitation (having passed the shock phase).
Types of surgery include incisional decompression, scalpel implantation, etc. Patients with severe heart or
lung disease prior to the burn injury and combined with severe internal organ damage would be excluded.

Patients, anaesthetists and surgeons were unaware of the random allocation. The full anaesthetic
procedure, experimental grouping, intervention protocol, experimental data recording and processing were
carried out by clinicians with no knowledge of the overall experimental design. Patients were randomised
1:1 into GDHT group and Con group according to a random number table, without strati�cation. Random
allocation was done in sequentially numbered opaque envelopes. Patients were unaware of the grouping
and clinicians in charge of the intraoperative treatment protocol in both groups was only aware of the
speci�c protocol and was unaware of the grouping and the purpose of the experiment. All results were
processed by a researcher who was unaware of the patient grouping.

All patients were routinely monitored for Non-Invasive Blood Pressure (NIBP), ECG, SpO2 and Bispectral
Index (BIS) on entry to the operating room, with vein intubation connected to a Braun sensor for
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continuous monitoring of central venous pressure (CVP) and arterial intubation connected to a FloTrac™
sensor (Edwards Lifesciences, USA) and a Vigileo monitoring system for continuous monitoring of
invasive blood pressure (IBP), SV, cardiac output (CO), and cardiac index (CI). All patients were given
etomidate 0.2-0.3mg/kg, sufentanil 0.2-0.4ug/kg and cis-atracurium 0.1-0,2m/kg intravenously without
preoperative medication, and were mechanically ventilated after tracheal intubation or tracheotomy tube
with tidal volume 6-8ml/kg, respiratory rate10-14 times/min, maintaining PETCO2 35-45mmHg.
Intraoperatively, propofol, remifentanil and cis-atracurium were pumped continuously to maintain BIS at
40–60. nasopharyngeal temperature was maintained above 36°C by infusion of warmed �uids and
warmers. All patients were taken to the burn ICU after surgery.

GDHT group: Give 3ml/kg/h of compound sodium lactate intravenously as a basal rehydration volume
before induction and 200ml of electrolyte solution after induction of anaesthesia. If SV increases ≥ 10%,
continue to give 200ml of electrolyte solution until SV increases < 10%. After the �uid challenge, if SV
increases < 10% but mean arterial pressure (MAP) < 65 mmHg and/or CI < 2.5L/min/m2, give low dose
norepinephrine continuous pumping and/or dobutamine continuous pumping. If hypotension is
associated with hypovolemia (de�ned as Urine Output (UO) < 0.5ml/kg/h and/or heart rate (HR) more
than 20% above baseline), plasma is administered until UO and/or HR return to normal. Fluid
responsiveness and haemodynamic variables were reassessed at least every 15 minutes, and more
frequently in cases of haemodynamic instability (as shown in Fig. 1).

Con group: Continuous infusion of compounded sodium lactate 5–7 ml/kg/h, colloidal solution
(succinyl gelatin injection, Braun Pharmaceuticals GmbH, Germany), norepinephrine and dobutamine
were allowed at the discretion of the anaesthetist. Intraoperative treatment goals in the control group
were �exible in order to avoid the two extremes of clinical practice and practice bias.

In both groups, if Hb < 80 g/L, concentrated red blood cells were transfused according to body weight
until Hb ≥ 80 g/L.

The primary outcomes included new atrial �brillation within 7 days of surgery; clinically relevant episodes
of hypotension (MAP drop ≥ 20% and requiring vasoactive medication for more than 10 min); pulmonary
complications (pneumonia, pulmonary oedema, pleural effusion, oxygenation index < 300); neurological
disorders (stroke and delusions); acute kidney injury (as de�ned by the criteria for acute kidney injury);
and pain. And secondary outcomes included Lac, Pcv-aCO2 re�ecting microcirculatory perfusion
(preoperative: T1, intraoperative 1 hour: T2, intraoperative 2 hours: T3, postoperative: T4, postoperative 24
hours: T5, postoperative 7 days).

Statistical analysis
Data from 95 patients were collected during the study period and SPSS 25.0 and GraphPad Prism 9.0
software were adopted for statistical analysis. All results are expressed as mean (standard deviation) or
median (interquartile range) unless otherwise stated. Differences in perioperative continuous variables
between the GDHT and Con groups were compared using the Student’s t-test, and categorical variables
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were compared using the chi-square test. Correlations between tissue perfusion parameters and
postoperative complications were tested using binary regression. A P value < 0.05 was considered
statistically signi�cant.

Results
This study was conducted in Guangzhou Red Cross Hospital, Guangzhou, China, from January 2020 to
December 2021. The CONSORT �ow diagram is showed in Fig. 2. 100 patients were enrolled in the trial,
95 patients were randomly assigned to either group, of the 5 excluded from the study, 2 patients declined
to participate and 3 were excluded due to blood supply constraints to maintain a haemoglobin ≥ 80 g/L.

Patients’ baseline and surgical characteristics in both groups is shown in Table 1. UO was higher in the
GDHT group compared to the Con group on the day of surgery (219 ± 66.6 vs 193 ± 50.0, P = 0.034). There
were no signi�cant differences in burn area, preoperative comorbidities, ASA, NYHA, intraoperative time,
total �uids administered and blood loss. We also observed no difference in the amount of �uids
administered to patients in BICU. The GDHT group was treated with more positive inotropic medication (p 
< 0.05).
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Table 1
Baseline and surgical characteristics

  GDHT

n = 47

Con

n = 48

P-valve

male (%) 26(55.3%) 25(52.1%) 0.752

Age (y) 39.8 ± 13.2 41.6 ± 14.1 0.522

BMI (kg/m2) 21.6 ± 2.4 20.6 ± 2.9 0.071

Burn area (%) 70.1.±12.1 68.6 ± 13.8 0.575

Complications      

Electrolyte disorder, n (%) 29(61.70%) 26(54.2%) 0.228

Pulmonary infection, n (%) 4(8.51%) 6(12.5%) 0.765

Renal dysfunction (%) 9(19.1%) 7(14.6%) 0.552

Arrhythmia (%) 7(14.9%) 10(20.8%) 0.450

ASA II(22)/III 25 II(27)/III 21 0.357

NYHA II(38)/III 9 II(34)/III 14 0.254

Operation time (h) 4.1 ± 0.9 3.9 ± 0.7 0.229

Fluid (ml)

Intraoperative

1142 ± 171 1091 ± 163 0.148

UO (ml) 219 ± 66.6 193 ± 50.0 0.034

Blood loss (ml) 345 ± 78 371 ± 62 0.075

Fluid (ml)

Postoperative

2512 ± 266 2602 ± 301 0.126

Norepinephrine(mg) 0.04 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.02 0.000

dobutamine(n) 12(25.5%) 6(12.5%) 0.105

BMI, body mass index; ASA, American Society of Anesthesiologists; NYHA, New York Hospital
Association; UO, urine output

The perioperative haemodynamic changes in both groups are showed in Table 2. There were no
differences in the indicators between the two groups at T1 and T5, while the GDHT group had higher SV,
MAP and CI than the Con group during anaesthesia and surgery (T2, T3 and T4), while there were no
differences in HR and CVP.
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Table 2
The perioperative haemodynamic changes

  MAP HR SV CI CVP

T1          

GDHT 71 ± 15 63 ± 9 64 ± 10 3.0 ± 0.5 8.5 ± 1.7

Con 71 ± 11 62 ± 8 62 ± 9 3.1 ± 0.6 8.3 ± 1.8

T2          

GDHT 82 ± 12* 63 ± 9 73 ± 11* 4.0 ± 0.6* 11.2 ± 2.1

Con 73 ± 12* 64 ± 8 61 ± 7* 3.2 ± 0.6* 10.9 ± 2.2

T3          

GDHT 85 ± 12* 63 ± 8 70 ± 9* 4.3 ± 0.5* 10.8 ± 2.4

Con 75 ± 9* 66 ± 9 63 ± 7* 3.1 ± 0.4* 10.6 ± 2.3

T4          

GDHT 86 ± 9* 64 ± 8 69 ± 7* 3.8 ± 0.5* 11.1 ± 1.9

Con 74 ± 8* 66 ± 9 62 ± 6* 3.2 ± 0.7* 10.8 ± 2.1

T5          

GDHT 70 ± 10 66 ± 12 61 ± 18 3.2 ± 0.4 8.8 ± 1.9

Con 71 ± 9 65 ± 15 60 ± 17 3.1 ± 0.5 8.5 ± 1.8

*A p value < 0.05 was considered statistically signi�cant between groups at the same point.

The incidence of complications is shown in Table 3. In the GDHT group, the incidence of most
complications was slightly lower than in the Con group, with the Con group being more likely to have
respiratory complications and new-onset atrial �brillation within 7 days postoperatively than the GDHT
group (p<0.05).
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Table 3
The incidence of complications within 7 days postoperatively

Complications   GDHT group

N = 47

Con group

N = 48

P values

  New onset atrial �brillation n = 4(8.5%) n = 12(25.0%) 0.032

  hypotensive episodes n = 5(10.6%) n = 9(18.8%) 0.265

Neurological Strokes n = 0(0.0%) n = 1(2.1%) 1.000

  Delirium n = 3(6.4%) n = 2(4.2%) 0.981

Pulmonary Pneumonia n = 2(4.3%) n = 9(18.8%) 0.027

  Pleural effusion n = 4(8.5%) n = 9(18.8%) 0.232

  Oxygen Index 300 n = 6(12.8%) n = 15(31.3%) 0.030

Renal Acute kidney injury n = 1(2.1%) n = 0(0.0%) 1.000

Pain Postoperative pain n = 4(8.5%) n = 6(12.5%) 0.765

Table 4 depicts the changes in perfusion indicators in the perioperative period between the two groups.
There were no differences in the indicators between the two groups at T1, T2 and 7 days postoperatively,
while the central venous-to-arterial carbon dioxide partial pressure difference (Pcv-aCO2) was lower in the
GDHT group than in the Con group at time points T3, T4 and T5, and blood lactate (Lac) was higher in
both groups.
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Table 4
Changes in perfusion indicators in the perioperative period

Group Time point Pcv-aCO2(mmol/L) Lac(mmol/L) Oxygen index(PaO2/FiO2)

GDHT
group

Preoperative 4.12 ± 1.08 1.12 ± 0.54 342 ± 38

n = 47 T1 4.75 ± 0.92 1.35 ± 0.40 339 ± 41

T2 6.35 ± 1.17 1.36 ± 0.53 357 ± 44*

  T3 6.13 ± 1.42* 1.55 ± 0.64 349 ± 41*

  T4 5.95 ± 1.71* 1.65 ± 0.48* 351 ± 39*

  T5 5.35 ± 1.32* 1.65 ± 0.83* 356 ± 44*

  7d
postoperative

4.54 ± 1.22 1.38 ± 0.61 338 ± 47*

Con group Preoperative 4.41 ± 1.22 1.08 ± 0.55 333 ± 39

n = 48 T1 5.35 ± 1.45 1.15 ± 0.45 336 ± 41

T2 6.55 ± 2.27 1.26 ± 0.54 323 ± 32

  T3 7.42 ± 1.52 1.76 ± 0.71 321 ± 39

  T4 8.34 ± 2.28 2.35 ± 0.82 316 ± 38

  T5 8.60 ± 1.79 2.55 ± 0.62 319 ± 33

  7d
postoperative

4.71 ± 1.39 1.45 ± 0.61 312 ± 38

*A p value < 0.05 was considered statistically signi�cant compared with Con Group at the same point.

To observe whether perfusion indicators during GDHT had predictive value for complications, as shown
in Table 5, we performed time-weighted perfusion indicators (Pcv-aCO2, Lac) during GDHT (T2-T4), plus
conventional hemodynamic parameters, and binary logistic regression analysis with respiratory
complications that differed between groups within 7 days postoperatively as the dependent variable, to
identify independent in�uences on the occurrence of perioperative pulmonary complications in patients
with severe burns. The results showed that Pcv-aCO2, Lac, and CI were associated with respiratory
complications within 7 days postoperatively, where the degree of in�uence was from highest to lowest
such as: Pcv-aCO2, Lac, CI. 

Table 5 Binary logistic stepwise regression analysis with respiratory complications at 7d as the
dependent variable
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In Variable Standard coe�cient ods ratio t-value Prob. level

Yes Pcv-aCO2 0.213 0.18 -4.001 0.000

Yes Lac 0.165 0.472 -25.73 0.000

No ScvO2 -      

No MAP -      

No HR -      

Yes CI 0.056 0.041 2.375 0.016

No SV -      

No CVP -      

Discussion
Early application of haemodynamic monitoring and use of haemodynamic indicators as a guide to
maintain perioperative SV through �uid loading, thus minimising organ damage associated with
inadequate oxygen supply. Fluids and medications are adjusted in a timely manner to avoid organ
underperfusion and �uid overload [6–7]. Numerous trials and meta-analyses have shown that GDHT
reduces postoperative complications and mortality in high-risk surgical patients, regardless of the choice
of monitoring method or target variable [8–9]. Severely burned patients undergoing scab grafting,
although most have passed the most dangerous shock phase into infection, are still physiologically
unstable and may return to shock at any time, falling within the category of high-risk surgical patients,
and previous studies of GDHT in high-risk surgical patients have not included severely burned patients.
Furthermore, a recent meta-analysis and several trials suggest that the bene�ts of GDHT may not be as
pronounced as previously thought [10], so the question of whether GDHT improves postoperative
outcomes is unclear.

In this randomised trial on the effect of GDHT guided by FloTrac®-Vigileo® on postoperative
complications in patients with extensive burns undergoing early scab grafting, subjects in the GDHT
group had a lower incidence of complication than patients in the control group treated as usual. The
GDHT group had a lower incidence of respiratory complications as well as new-onset atrial �brillation
within 7 days postoperatively compared to the control group, with no differences in subjects' basic and
surgical characteristics or postoperative pain relief. As for secondary outcomes, similar to previous
studies, GDHT had an effect on improving tissue perfusion [11], with no differences in perfusion
indicators between the two groups at T1, T2 and 7 days postoperatively. Pcv-aCO2 and Lac at T3, T4 and
T5 were superior to the Con group. A study by Aaen et al. showed that goal-directed �uid therapy close to
the maximum SV (GDHT group) did not improve prognosis after surgery for intestinal obstruction or
gastrointestinal perforation and may prolong the length of hospital stay [12]. This suggests that the
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bene�ts of GDHT lie not only in providing additional �uid when needed, but also in directing and
responding to �uid use and in avoiding unnecessary �uid delivery when achieving haemodynamic goals.

In our study, similar to other studies [13–14], we found no difference in intraoperative or postoperative
�uid, and similarly, we found no difference in MAP or HR. Therefore, the bene�cial effect of GDHT may be
due to the administration of �uids at the correct time, avoiding hypovolemia and hypoperfusion. Unlike
other studies [15], we did not use supernormal CI values as a target, but relied on SV optimisation, whose
values were not CI-dependent and in�uenced by HR. We also monitored oxygen supply and perfusion
indicators and found that optimising intravascular volume and improving tissue perfusion and
oxygenation may be due to the fact that GDHT ensures visceral circulation and reduces the systemic
in�ammatory response following surgical trauma. A previous study [13] in which 108 subjects
undergoing colorectal resection were randomised to an intraoperative GDHT group and a standard �uid
therapy group (3640 ml VS 3830 ml) showed that GDHT reduced interleukin levels. The results in the
GDHT group can be attributed to timing, not only to avoid tissue ischaemia, but also to avoid infusion of
�uids at inappropriate times. Giving too much �uid at the wrong time may lead to �uid overload,
damaging the endothelial glycocalyx and leading to oedema and postoperative complications [16].
Although Pestana and his colleagues could not show different outcomes in patients with colorectal
disease [17], a meta-analysis showed that the combination of GDHT and positive inotropic drugs to
optimise CI yielded better outcomes than GDHT alone [18]. In our study, the GDHT group had a higher CI
and a better oxygenation index than Con group, and optimising cardiac function in the absence of �uid
overload may improve oxygenation. subjects in the GDHT group had lower doses of vasopressors, but
were treated more frequently with positive inotropic drugs, after increasing the volume per beat and CI,
thus improving lung perfusion. We speculate that this may reduce the incidence of pulmonary
complications. The GDHT group had a lower incidence of new-onset atrial �brillation and pulmonary
oedema than the Con group, a < 10% increase in SV after �uid infusion and the use of positive inotropic
drugs to avoid low CO and thus optimise organ perfusion without the risk of volume overload. This is
particularly important in the perioperative period of early surgery in patients with extensive burns, when
�uid overload can be harmful. At this point the patient goes through the shock phase and enters the
resorption phase, capillary permeability returns and excess �uid from the tissue interstitium is reabsorbed
into the circulation, leading to pulmonary oedema and ARDS if the volume load is excessive [19].

Although there were differences in drug use between the two groups, the volume of infusion was
comparable between the groups. The timing of volume optimisation may be critical. Fluids in the Con
group may have been given when the CI was still adequate, whereas in the GDHT group they were given
when there was room for optimization of SV. If traditional parameters suggestive of hypovolemia (e.g.
HR, hypotension, UO) are used to decide whether to start �uid therapy, there may be a delay in
rehydration, as the actual hypovolemic state due to reduced SV and CI may have been present for some
time. Overall, the choice of timing of perioperative �uid therapy may be more important than the choice of
methodology, and early GDHT can be of great importance in preventing the development and occurrence
of adverse pathophysiological processes.
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We selected Pcv-aCO2 and Lac as indicators of microcirculatory perfusion because of their particular
value in septic patients for re�ecting early resuscitation success [20–21], and the pathophysiological
status of patients with severe burns is similar to that of septic patients. Previous studies have shown that
in trauma patients, early lactate values are strongly associated with prognosis [22–23], and after major
abdominal surgery, increased lactate values are associated with postoperative complications [24]. In our
study, lactate levels were similar in both groups preoperatively and early in surgery and seven days
postoperatively, and lactate was superior in the GDHT group than in the Con group after �uid therapy.
Lactate was a signi�cant in�uence on pulmonary complications at 7 days postoperatively (Beta = 0.165,
P = 0.000), which is consistent with previous studies.

Pcv-aCO2 indicates whether the body has su�cient blood �ow to �ush the CO2 produced by the tissues,
and the amount of CO2 removed by the body per unit time (VCO2) is: VCO2 = K × CO × Pcv-aCO2 [25].
That is, Pcv-aCO2 is proportional to total CO2 content and inversely proportional to CO, but the subject of
this study was in the pathophysiological conditions of burn shock, where absolute or relative
insu�ciency of circulating blood volume coexists with microcirculatory disorders, and although the
infusion volumes of the two groups were comparable, the GDHT group was given more positive inotropic
drugs to optimize cardiac function, CO rose, blood �ow increased, CO2 clearance was faster, and Pcv-
aCO2 decreased. Fluid therapy at different time windows of treatment directly in�uences the outcome of
Pcv-aCO2 [26]. If coexisting CO levels are low, it is inferred that the lack of total blood �ow leads to an
increase in Pcv-aCO2 and resuscitation measures should focus on volume replacement and
strengthening of cardiac function. Robin et al [27] demonstrated that elevated Pcv-aCO2 at ICU admission
was associated with postoperative complications. However, a retrospective study by Pierre et al [28]
concluded that Pcv-aCO2 did not predict the prognosis of patients after cardiac surgery. In this study, Pcv-
aCO2 was a signi�cant in�uence on pulmonary complications within 7 days postoperatively (Beta = 
0.213, P = 0.000).

There are several limitations to this study. Firstly, it does not overcome an important shortcoming of
current goal-directed therapy, which consist of small, single-centre studies that focus on minor
complications as an outcome measure. We expect that future multi-centre, large clinical trials will be
conducted to further validate the �ndings. Second, clinical heterogeneity may have compromised the
effectiveness of GDHT treatment, and despite the fact that the preoperative data of the two groups were
not statistically different and the inclusion of patients was restricted to elective, high-risk burn surgery,
heterogeneity could not be avoided. Thirdly, because of the small number of patients with severe burns,
we did not strictly specify that all procedures be performed by the same treatment group, and the
operation of different treatment groups may also have in�uenced the results. Finally, the short
postoperative observation period of seven days does not provide a good indication of long-term
outcomes, but severe burns patients often require multiple procedures, which is one of the reasons we
chose a seven-day observation window.

Conclusion
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In summary, GDHT of maximising SV improves microcirculatory perfusion in patients undergoing early
surgery for extensive burns and is associated with a reduction in short-term postoperative complications,
with the expectation that more medical centres and more patients will be available to validate our results
in the future.
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Figure 1

The �uid therapy in GDHT group 
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Figure 2

CONSORT �ow diagram showing patient recruitment and �ow


